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Abstract—In this paper, we study the use of peer-assisted
server-based cooperative transmission strategies in IPTV net-
works for the delivery of on-demand services to end users. The
proposed techniques aim to support the resource efficient delivery
of on-demand content to end users in a timely manner. Within the
proposed framework, a cooperative transmission strategy suggests
that users who have access to the requested content cooperatively
transmit to the targeted set of users. In doing so, we can minimize
the servicing requirements at the server side and improve the
scalability performance in the network. We conducted extensive
simulations and showed that significant performance improve-
ments can be achieved with the proposed delivery techniques to
enable efficient access to an ever growing on-demand content. We
also showed the robustness of the proposed techniques in regard
to variations observed in network state.

Index Terms—Content delivery networks, cooperative net-
working, IPTV, peer-to-peer streaming, video-on-demand.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N recent years, user demand for broadcast content delivery
over IP infrastructure has seen a significant increase [1].

Through rapidly evolving server-assisted on-demand content
delivery services, such as Youtube and Netflix [2], live broad-
cast services, such as U-verse, and peer-assisted on-demand
streaming services, such as Sopcast or PPLive [3], [4], we have
observed a substantial increase in the amount of content that is
immediately made available to end users [5], [6]. Due to this
mutually evolving content delivery cycle, bandwidth required
to timely service the user requests has also seen a significant
increase [7], [8]. To continue to support diverse service quality
requirements for the continually increasing user demand, it is
of critical importance to come up with resource efficient con-
tent delivery techniques.
An important characteristic of content delivery networks is

that a substantial portion of the video traffic can be attributed to
the most popular content [9]–[12]. That is because a linear in-
crease in content popularity causes exponential increase in the
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number of users receiving the content, thereby leading to popu-
larity models based on power law distribution (e.g., Zipf distri-
bution [12]). To overcome the sudden increase in user demand,
caching policies are typically used to distribute network load by
giving higher priority to the delivery of more popular content
(e.g., [13]). However, continual increase in network size and
user demand may drive the cost of caching policies higher than
what is initially expected by the service providers, thereby lim-
iting their efficiency in handling on-demand traffic. Bandwidth
requirements for received requests (e.g., 3 Mbps for the stan-
dard-definition (SD) streams and 8 Mbps for the high-definition
(HD) streams) and the—likely to be long—activity duration as-
sociated with requested content therefore make it a necessity to
more efficiently manage the available resources by further dis-
tributing the network load.
To achieve these objectives, we propose a cooperative de-

livery framework that requires peers, who have immediate
access to the requested content, to transmit together to maxi-
mize resource usage efficiency in the network. The origin of our
idea lies in cooperative diversity principle utilized in wireless
networks to maximize network lifetime (e.g., [14]). Coopera-
tive diversity creates a virtual multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) array in the network to efficiently distribute the energy
resources when delivering traffic from one node to another
through multiple relay points. Through successive cooperative
transmissions, energy utilization per node can be significantly
reduced at each transmission hop, thereby allowing the nodes to
utilize their energy resources more conservatively and evenly
to increase network lifetime.
However, cooperation in wireless networks is limited to use

of individual nodes, hence performance improvements strongly
depend on network topology.We do not have such restrictions in
wireline networks due to presence of dedicated servers that can
actively participate in cooperation phase to support content de-
livery, allowing us to utilize results from cooperative networks
in a more flexible manner, for instance, by replacing node bud-
gets correlated to energy usage in a wireless setting with ones
correlated to bandwidth usage in a wireline setting. Also note
that, in wireline networks, we assume users to have limited up-
link budgets, e.g., -bits per month. Hence, unfair resource al-
location can cause some users to consume their budgets earlier,
potentially reducing the number of users that can participate in
cooperative delivery phase and thereby significantly limiting fu-
ture cooperation gains. For these reasons, our work puts greater
emphasis on fairness performance, which is defined based on
Jain’s fairness index [15].
In short, our research applies cooperation principle to IPTV

networks to achieve the following objectives: (i) maximize ser-
vicing capacity in the network by minimizing servicing over-
head through dedicated server, and (ii) increase operational
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lifetime of the network by fairly distributing resources to session
peers (i.e., clients that subscribe to the same multicast session),
where the term operational lifetime refers to the timeframe on
the clients’ willingness or capability to cooperate. To achieve
our objectives, we propose two cooperative content delivery
techniques, Cooperative First-Come-First-Serve (C-FCFS) and
Cooperative Weighted Fair Queueing (C-WFQ). We can sum-
marize our contributions as follows:
• We present the design of a peer-assisted server-based
on-demand content delivery framework for IPTV net-
works that explicitly supports fair resource allocation
among session peers using adaptive resource management
while introducing minimal servicing overhead at server
side. To maximize peer participation ratio, our framework
limits cooperation to active peers (i.e., peers part of an
ongoing session and actively participating in the same
session as both receiver and transmitter).

• We assign fairness-driven utility weights to each active
peer for the duration of the content delivery phase to deter-
mine (i) amount of content to be delivered by each peer and
(ii) transmission rate assigned to each peer.Weights are dy-
namically adjusted to improve peer fairness performance
in regards to resource allocation by successively limiting
burden on earlier arrived peers.

• We present an in-depth analysis of the proposed framework
and through exhaustive simulation studies show that sig-
nificant bandwidth savings can be achieved by effectively
combining asynchronous multicast session deliveries with
patching unicast services through session peers and the
server.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
describe our system model. We discuss the algorithmic details
of the proposed C-FCFS and C-WFQ techniques in Sections III
and IV, respectively. We present the performance analysis of
the proposed techniques in Section V. Practical limitations for
implementing the proposed techniques and the proposed modi-
fications are discussed in Section VI. Section VII introduces the
related works, and we conclude our paper in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The proposed solution utilizes a cooperative delivery frame-
work, which consists of a dedicated server (also referred to as
the video server) responsible for coordinating the received re-
quests and allocating resources, and clients,
where represents the number of clients making a join re-
quest for session . Here, after the th client, , makes a ses-
sion-join request to video server, also makes a request to
join ’s multicast. To guarantee an almost instant playout,1 we
need to deliver requested packets to each client at a rate that
is at least equal to the delivery rate for the source multicast

. We also assume that clients have a downlink capacity
of allowing clients to support simultaneous
delivery of session multicast and unicast patch streams. During
the activity period of a session, resource availability at each peer
satisfies the following relationship: a peer arriving to system at

1We omit the brief delay (which equals almost one round trip time (RTT) be-
tween two peers) that is required to coordinate among session peers and deliver
the requested resources from the session peers to a requesting client.

time is assumed to have access to session data from interval
at time , where .

The proposed architecture utilizes session peers first and
video server second (to compensate for lack of resource at
client side). Each client that has access to the requested content
becomes a potential source for servicing the future requests.
To communicate delivery information to session peers, video
server uses session-based multicast and unicast control chan-
nels. Multicast control channel is used for the delivery of
commonly shared information (i.e., unique identifier assigned
to peers and corresponding IP addresses). Unicast control
messages are used to deliver information on peer assignments.
An important parameter of choice for the proposed archi-

tecture is the parameter, which represents the minimum
waiting time for the content delivery server to initiate a new
multicast session. As the duration of a multicast session in-
creases, it becomes crucial to establish breathing instances in
time, where the system can generate a new multicast session
to accommodate for the needs of the newly arriving requests
without violating the system constraints. If is not properly
selected, clients may experience significant session initializa-
tion delays. Choosing a small/large value for determines
how efficiently system resources are distributed among session
peers and the server, i.e., increasing would increase burden
on peers, whereas, lowering would increase the burden
on server. To optimize network resource usage efficiency, we
need to carefully study the relationship between request arrival
process and , and evaluate the tradeoffs associated with its
selection.
We next give an in-depth overview of the proposed cooper-

ative content delivery techniques that aim to improve the re-
source usage efficiency in the network.

III. COOPERATIVE FIRST-COME-FIRST-
SERVE (C-FCFS) APPROACH

In C-FCFS, requests are serviced on a first-come-first-serve
(FCFS) basis at each session peer. Specifically, C-FCFS ap-
proach requires a session peer to target a single client and serve
a single request at any given point in time by assigning a con-
stant delivery period for each received request.
After the most recent join request, all session peers that have

partial access to requested data are asked to deliver an amount
proportional to their initially assigned transmission weights.
Since a session peer can only service a single request, any ses-
sion peer that is busy responding to earlier received requests at
the time the new request is received has to wait until it becomes
idle. We illustrate the operation of the C-FCFS approach in
Fig. 1, which shows the join period for the th and the th
multicast streams corresponding to the same session. As soon
as the join request from is received, patching service, which
refers to the delivery of session data that the client has not
yet received because of joining the multicast session late, is
delivered through the dedicated server and the idle peer .
When makes a join request, patching service is initially
delivered through and the server, as and are servicing
’s request. However, as soon as and finish servicing
’s request, they can join and the server to deliver the

patching data to . At each instance, delivery rate through the
server is adapted to match the servicing requirements, i.e., if
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Fig. 1. Transmission events for the C-FCFS approach.

the delivery rate through the peers is greater than the minimum
required rate, then the server stops delivering patching service
for the given request, and vice versa.
To enable fair access to the available resources, transmission

weights are dynamically varied by taking into account the im-
pact of previous transmissions, i.e., the amount of data each user
had delivered by the time the new request is received. Since any
user making a join request needs to receive the synchronization
data—the content delivered by the source multicast up until the
time of request—with proper timing (i.e., as if the transmissions
are coming from a dedicated server that uses a unicast stream),
time-varying delivery rates should allow the user to access the
received session data at the original source multicast rate, ,
that is, , where, repre-
sents the amount of data delivered to the peer by for the given
request, , and represents the
start of transmission time for the multicast session targeted by
the given request. The boundary conditions assume that, in the
worst case, client receives the synchronization data at the source
multicast rate.
Delivery rate requirements also suggest that, at any given

point of time, the amount of data delivered to a user should be
greater than or equal to the amount of data delivered by the hy-
pothetical unicast stream through the video server. Therefore, if
the overall support through session peers cannot satisfy the min-
imum delivery requirements, then the additionally requested re-
sources are delivered through the video server.
In short, after client makes a join request to receive session
at time , we calculate the resources that each session peer

is expected to deliver as follows:

(1)

where represents the amount of data that is expected to
deliver in response to ’s request, represents the starting
time for ’s multicast, and represents the weight as-
signed to at time . In our framework, dedicated server ini-
tiates the multicast sessions reactively.
To determine the user weights, we use the following equation:

(2)

where represents the maximum amount of data each ses-
sion peer is allowed to deliver during the lifetime of ’s mul-
ticast, represents the amount of data already delivered

by by the time , and represents the normalization
metric assigned to for ’s request.2

Note that, by varying the value of the parameter , we
can determine the convergence speed for the user weights to
the limiting value of zero. Using a higher value allows a
session peer reach the limit faster, thereby improving the fair-
ness performance at the cost of increased server usage. Note
that, we can dynamically update the normalization metric in re-
sponse to changes observed in system state. In doing so, we can
promptly react to sudden changes observed in, for instance, re-
source availability at the peers or the video server.
Equation (2) suggests that session peers who have delivered

the most by the time of request are given the least priority during
resource assignment phase. In doing so, we can gradually shift
the main source of peer delivery away from early arriving peers
towards late arriving peers. As a result, we can improve the
fairness among session peers. Additionally, if the peers observe
varying uplink rates, the order of the packets delivered through
the peers is updated by prioritizing the delivery of the earlier (or
later) synchronization data segment through session peers with
higher (or lower) uplink capacity.

IV. COOPERATIVE WEIGHTED FAIR
QUEUEING (C-WFQ) APPROACH

To further and more efficiently utilize the resources at the
client side, for the second approach, we focus on the individual
transmission subperiods (i.e., each of which starts when a new
request is received or the servicing of an earlier request fin-
ishes), instead of assigning a constant delivery period for each
received request. Specifically, each session peer targets all the
active requests for the duration that they are allowed to service,
which depends on various factors, such as resource availability,
resource usage history, etc. As the number of available session
peers varies from one transmission subperiod to the next, so as
the user weights and the expected contribution from each ses-
sion peer.
At the beginning of each transmission subperiod, we update

the user weights based on the earlier peer contributions for the
given session. After each received request, we probe all the
available peers to request their support. Since each session peer
is allowed to service multiple requests at once, as in the case
of Weighted Fair Queuing, we need to properly distribute the
available resources to the active requests.
We illustrate the basic operation for the C-WFQ approach in

Fig. 2. Anytime a new request is received, each session peer re-
allocates its resources to accommodate the bandwidth require-
ments for the newly arrived request. In the given figure, when
and receive a join request from , they immediately start

to service ’s request while also continuing to service ’s re-
quest but at a lower servicing rate. Since is only expected
to service ’s request, it fully allocates its resources to service
’s request. We next explain in detail the operation of the pro-

posed delivery framework.
Assume that user makes a request for session at time
. At the beginning of each session, we reset the counter that

represents the user count to 1, hence, by , the number of re-
quests that arrive for —after it is created—is equal to . For

2 .
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the time being, let us assume that users have unlimited transmis-
sion capacity along the downlink channel, allowing any number
of session peers to be utilized during the synchronization phase.
We can therefore use the following equation to find the weights
for the peer contributions:

(3)

where, for , represents the contribution from
by and represents the normalization metric for C-WFQ.
Similar to C-FCFS, we determine the size of expected delivery
by each session peer using the following equation:

(4)

where .
We next determine how to effectively distribute available

peer resources to multiple requests’ use at each session peer.
Since C-WFQ allows session peers to target multiple clients at
once, if resource availability at a session peer is not sufficient
to deliver requested content at the desired rate, then a resource
reallocation policy is needed to make the best use of available
peer resources.
For that purpose, we use the following methodology. We ini-

tiate the resource reallocation phase by finding the minimum
required delivery rate for each session peer as follows:

(5)

where represents the minimum required delivery
rate for session peer in response to ’s request at time ,

represents the updated value for the expected de-
livery from to at , and equals .
We next determine the total amount of resources that needs

to allocate to each active request it has received:

(6)

where represents the minimum required delivery
rate by at .
We can then calculate the initial rate assigned by to each

active request it has received as follows:

if
otherwise

(7)

where equals , equals

, represents available bandwidth
along uplink channel at , and ,
where represents the weight assigned to ’s request at .
Here, weight parameters are mainly used to prioritize certain
requests, e.g., requests with shorter deadlines (i.e., earlier
received requests) or higher resource needs (i.e., latest received
requests). Due to space limitations, we assume , i.e.,
requests are assigned the same priority.
We next update initially assigned weights based on overall

resource availability for each active request to further reduce

server contribution. Specifically, assume that, for ’s request,
resource availability at the session peers is given by:

(8)

where represents the cooperation set for
’s request and is given by

.
Assume that represents the minimum delivery

rate requirement for ’s request at time . When resources
at the session peers are barely enough to service all the active
requests, is expected to be equal to . Since we
aim to minimize the resource usage rate at the server side, we
first determine whether is less than or greater than

and by how much its value differs from
(i.e., ). If, for instance,

, then we can allocate a portion of these
resources, which amounts to bits per second, to other
requests’ use without violating the service quality requirements
for ’s request. Assume that represents the set of requests,
for which the available resources at the session peers are more
than sufficient to satisfy the service quality requirements (i.e.,

, ), and represents the set of
requests, for which the available resources at the session peers
are not sufficient to satisfy the service quality requirements
(i.e., , ). Then we can determine
the total amount of resources that can be reallocated to other
requests’ use as follows:

(9)

We can also determine the additional resources that would
initially be requested from the server at as follows:

(10)

• If , then only a subset of the requests can be
serviced without requiring additional assistance from the
dedicated server.

• If , then resource requirements for all the avail-
able requests can be met without requesting additional as-
sistance from the dedicated server.3

In short, peer resources are reallocated as follows:

if

if

(11)

where equals , and .
After the resources at session peers are reallocated, we need to

also ensure that local bandwidth constraints are met at each ses-
sion peer. For instance, if at , , then
we need to reduce the delivery rates assigned by to each of

3Note that, the above statement is valid as long as the session peers have full
access to the requested resources. For instance, if a peer has available bandwidth
but not the content to service a given request, then we cannot transfer the peer’s
resources to service another request, thereby requiring the server to continue to
assist the delivery process even though the overall peer bandwidth availability
is greater than what is needed to service all the active requests.
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Fig. 2. Transmission events for the C-WFQ approach.

its active requests. Similarly, if at , ,
then it becomes possible to assign more resources to the active
requests at . For that purpose, we use the following procedure:

1. Set pseudo-active session peer set to , where a
pseudo-active peer refers to an active session peer that has
additional resources to allocate for the currently active
requests.

2. Update rates at each , where , by
multiplying the assigned rates with ,
and update set .

3. Check for final assignments at each active session peer
and determine additionally needed resources by active
requests. Specifically, , find
and check whether or not it is less than . If it
is, then keep request in , otherwise .

4. Next, for all requests in , find delivery ratio , which
equals .

5. Starting with the request in that observes the lowest
delivery ratio, , reallocate resources for the
given request at each session peer belonging to the
set , starting with peer that services
the least number of requests in . Resources are
reallocated at each selected peer by borrowing resources
from requests that experience a delivery rate greater than
session multicast rate. Remove from .

6. Continue to reallocate resources by going back to Step 5
as long as the following is true: .

7. If additional resources are needed to meet service quality
requirements for active requests, then allocate remainder
of the resources through dedicated server.

Finally, resource allocation rate at each session peer is up-
dated whenever the servicing of a request finishes and the re-
sources used by the given request are released at the peer ser-
vicing the given request. For that purpose, a similar procedure
is used to redistribute the released resources to the active re-
quests starting with the request that receives resources through
the server at the highest rate.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we use a simulation-based study to inves-
tigate the performance of the proposed content delivery tech-
niques when the request arrival process is modeled by using the
(homogeneous) Poisson process. We list the simulation param-
eters in Table I, where, represents the session length,

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

represents the mean time spacing between two successive ses-
sions, (or ) represents the available servicing capacity
along the users’ uplink (or downlink) channel, represents
the source multicast rate, represents the request arrival rate,

represents the maximum amount of data that can be deliv-
ered-at the source multicast rate-during the activity lifetime of
a session,4 and represent the zero convergence rates for
the assigned weights for the C-FCFS and C-WFQ approaches,
respectively.
The value of is chosen to ensure that client that trans-

mits continuously during the lifetime of session ends up with
a worst-case scenario weight of by the
end of ’s activity lifetime, thereby limiting the peer contribu-
tion to , where .5

In our study, we mostly focus on the following performance
measures: (i) average and maximum bandwidth usage at the
server side, (ii) synchronization latency, which refers to the de-
livery time of unicast-transmitted session data (i.e., patching
stream), and (iii) fairness index for peer-bandwidth usage. Note
that, to obtain the fairness results we use Jain’s fairness index,
which is defined based on the following equation [15]:

(12)

where represents the fairness level observed in bandwidth
usage for peers connected to session , and represents the
number of peers connected to session during the same period
(i.e., ). The value of ranges from (when a single
peer delivers data, worst-case) to 1 (when peers deliver the same
amount of data, best-case).

A. Results for the C-FCFS Approach

We start our analysis by focusing on the impact of varying
the parameter on the overall servicing overhead at the video
server, for which the results are shown in Fig. 3(d), which depict
the results for both the unicast-based and the multicast-based
servicing overhead. Specifically, in Fig. 3(d) we illustrate the
results for the minimum required delivery rate at the dedicated
server that meets the service quality requirements at the client
side. As shown in Fig. 3(d), we achieve the resource optimal
results when equals 14 minutes (i.e., ). In gen-
eral, we can explain the relationship between servicing overhead
and as follows:

4Since a request that arrives at needs to be serviced by , where
represents the starting point for the session’s multicast, the maximum

delivery duration for a session is given by , when attains
the highest possible value of .
5The continual delivery period for a session peer is typically much smaller

than , since, as we will show shortly, the resource optimal value of
is smaller than the value of .
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Fig. 3. Results for the expected and measured performance measures for C-FCFS.

• the number of multicast streams for the
given session is increased unnecessarily, causing multicast
portion of the server traffic to dominate the overall ser-
vicing overhead at the server side.

• the desired usage rate for the session peers
during synchronization phase is increased unnecessarily,
forcing the video server to increase its unicast-based ser-
vicing rate faster than it decreases the multicast-based ser-
vicing rate.

Since the interarrival times between consecutive join requests
are exponentially distributed, we can approximate the expected
value for the unicast-based servicing overhead during a single
activity period, which lasts for , as follows:6

(13)

where is the average time spacing between two successively
received requests , is the average number
of session peers required to service a given request (i.e.,

), and is the average number of requests
received during a single activity period (i.e., ).
Using (13) we can find the average servicing rate for the re-

ceived requests as follows:

(14)

Fig. 3(a) shows the results for , which represents the
expected servicing overhead at the server side, as we vary the
value of . The theoretical results shown in Fig. 3(a) coin-
cide nicely with our earlier simulation-based results shown in
Fig. 3(d) that assumed a value of 3 for the parameter (i.e., each
peer has an uplink bandwidth capacity of 1 Mbps). We observe
that the value that achieves the minimum servicing over-
head decreases as we increase the value of ; and as the value

6For more detailed discussion on our analysis refer to [16].

of goes to 1, optimal results are achieved when .
These results are expected since decreasing the value of in-
creases the effectiveness of delivering the content through the
peers.
Next, we study the relationship between session length

and the resource optimal timing for the stream refresh instances,
i.e., , for which the simulation-based results are shown
in Fig. 3(e) when . Using (13) we can approximate the
value of (i.e., the resource optimal value for ) using

.
We show the theoretical results for the ratio in

Fig. 3(b) as we vary the value of . We observe that as we
increase , starts to converge, where the point of
convergence is inversely proportional to the value of . We
also show the numerical values for the optimal parameter
in Fig. 3(c). These results suggest that the value of that
achieves the minimum servicing overhead at the server side
introduces a fairly limited increase in overhead at the client
side, since peer contributions decrease as we decrease the value
of . Therefore, the selected value presents a good
tradeoff point between server overhead and peer contributions.
We observe that, compared to unicast-only delivery scenario,
at the same value, the proposed approach achieves 68%
improvement in the servicing overhead.
Another important statistical measure for the proposed

framework is the distribution for the maximum bandwidth
usage at the server side (per session), which illustrates the
worst-case resource allocation scenario by the service provider.
We need to carefully examine the given distribution so as to
optimize servicing cost at the server side, especially when mul-
tiple sessions are taken into consideration. We show the results
in Fig. 3(g) for the overall—unicast and multicast—capacity
usage. We observe that the results do not deviate significantly
from the mean value, as we increase the value of , sug-
gesting a stable performance.
We next study the relationship between maximum bandwidth

usage at the server side and mean servicing overhead, for which
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Fig. 4. Results for various performance measures for C-FCFS and C-WFQ.

the results are shown in Fig. 3(h). We observe that as we in-
crease the value of , max-to-mean usage initially experi-
ences a sharp increase in value, after which it starts to converge
(to a value of 2.5, for the given scenario). The results also illus-
trate the relative impact of unicast-based and multicast-based
overhead on the overall server capacity usage, i.e., multicast
traffic dominates at the smaller values, and unicast traffic
dominates at the higher values. Also note that, since the
max-to-mean server capacity ratio experiences a convergence
in trend, depending on the chosen value, service provider
can effectively use this relationship to pre-allocate its resources
to different sessions with the objective of optimizing the overall
capacity usage in the network and minimizing the overall ser-
vicing cost.
We next investigate the impact of parameter on the syn-

chronization latency for the early processed requests, i.e., re-
quests that are serviced earlier than their corresponding dead-
lines, for which the results are shown in Fig. 4(a). In our simu-
lations, we observed that (i) on average, approximately 18% of
the received requests are serviced earlier than their respective
deadlines, and (ii) for the earlier serviced requests, average de-
livery latency is reduced by 35%.
For the given framework, earlier servicing time typically sug-

gests higher peer involvement for the received requests. Since
dedicated server is essentially used to satisfy the minimum ser-
vicing requirements, earlier servicing time can only be achieved
if we can satisfy , where represents the
number of session peers servicing the th request and rep-
resents the average uplink bandwidth availability for the peers
servicing the th request.
Since C-FCFS technique requires session peers to respond to

the received requests one at a time and the requested content is
delivered by session peers in a bursty delivery mode, as long
as the overall resources at the session peers are more than suffi-
cient to satisfy the minimum delivery rate guarantees, requested
content can be delivered at a faster rate to the user making the
request. As a result of this bursty delivery process, requests that
are delivered earlier experience a noticeable decrease in the per-
ceived delivery latency.
Lastly, we show the fairness performance for the C-FCFS

technique in Fig. 3(f). In general, we observe acceptable results
for the fairness performance, i.e., . The results
improve as the value of increases (i.e., the number of ses-
sion peers that can actively contribute to the content delivery

process increases). Consequently, user resources can be more
evenly distributed to the incoming requests leading to the im-
provements observed in Fig. 3(f).

B. Results for the C-WFQ Approach

In this section, we analyze the performance of the C-WFQ ap-
proach, when (homogeneous) Poisson process is used to model
the request arrival process and the system parameters are chosen
according to Table I.
We first investigate the overhead performance at the dedi-

cated server. In Fig. 4(b) we show the results corresponding
to the average servicing overhead. Compared to the C-FCFS
approach, with the C-WFQ approach, we observe a noticeable
decrease in resource utilization at the server side, especially at
higher values. Since the C-WFQ approach utilizes session
peers more efficiently, perceived improvement in the servicing
overhead increases as the number of session peers increases (or
as we increase the value of ).
However, if we compare the resource optimal performances

of the two approaches, we observe close results with minor
differences. To be specific, when compared to C-FCFS, with
C-WFQ, we observe 10% improvement in the resource
optimal servicing overhead. Furthermore, the optimal overhead
is attained at a value that is 20% higher than that of the
C-FCFS approach. The reason for that is because, due to using
peers more efficiently, the C-WFQ approach requires more
peers to achieve the optimal overhead when compared to the
C-FCFS approach. Consequently, we can utilize the resources
at the peers more evenly, thereby leading to higher fairness
index values as evidenced by the results shown in Fig. 5(a).
Also note that, a higher value suggests higher flexibility
in generating new session streams at the video server, thereby
giving the server more freedom in the decisions it makes.
Using a procedure similar to the one we used for the C-FCFS

technique, we can approximate the theoretical overhead for the
C-WFQ approach using the following equation:

(15)
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Fig. 5. Results for various performance measures for C-WFQ.

which is valid when .7

Then, using (15) we can approximate the value for using
.

In Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), we illustrate the relationship between
resource optimal and session length. When compared to
the theoretical results for the C-FCFS approach, we observe a
noticeable increase in the value of ( 20% increase).
Since C-WFQ allows session peers to distribute their re-

sources more efficiently (when compared to the C-FCFS
approach), minimum required servicing rate at the server side
increases at a slower rate. If we compare the resource optimal

values for both approaches, we observe that the function
which is defined as and

which approximately equals shows
the characteristics of a long-tailed distribution. To be specific,
the ratio initially experiences a sharp decrease as we
increase the value of (i.e., decrease from 2 at to
1.225 at ), after which it shows a slower decline in value
eventually converging to 1 (when both of their values converge
to , which equals 10 minutes).
Next in Fig. 5(b) we show the variations observed in the max-

imum bandwidth usage at the server side. Similar to the above
results, we observe noticeable improvement in the servicing ca-
pacity usage due to more efficient use of session peers. How-
ever, unlike the C-FCFS approach, the relative ratio between the
maximum capacity usage and mean servicing overhead is much
higher for the C-WFQ approach, as shown in Fig. 5(c). That
is because the worst-case performances of the two approaches
converge as we increase the value of .
We also observe that (comparing (14) and (15)) as we increase

the value of , the overall advantage of C-WFQ over C-FCFS in
regards to the optimal overhead decreases, with both approaches
attaining the same value when is within the range of (5.7,5.9).
As we increase the value of further, we observe the C-FCFS
approach to slightly outperform the C-WFQ approach ( %2).
These results are expected, since the overall bandwidth avail-
ability decreases as we increase the value of , and we observe
less advantage in distributing the highly limited peer resources
to many requests’ use.
Lastly, we investigate the synchronization latency perfor-

mance of the C-WFQ approach. In our simulations, we observe
that less than 1% of requests are delivered earlier to the clients.
Specifically, we find that on average of the

7We require different approximations at lower values. For the sake of sim-
plicity, and since we are mostly interested in low peer uplink bandwidth avail-
ability, we only present the results that correspond to the scenarios with .

received requests are delivered earlier, when the C-WFQ
approach is used. In other words, almost all the requests are
delivered at the request deadline, which coincides with the
objectives stated for the C-WFQ approach. Specifically, since
the C-WFQ approach aims to deliver the requested packets
within the deadline by distributing peer resources to multiple
requests at once, oftentimes minimal resources are utilized (at
the peers) for each active request to allow for efficient servicing
of the received requests.
Additionally, for requests that are processed earlier, Fig. 5(d)

shows the variations observed in the perceived latency values
as we vary . We observe that as we increase the value of

, we reduce the synchronization latency (from 15% at
to 3% at ), which is expected as in-

creasing the value of also increases the total amount of data
that needs to be delivered per session peer. As the session peers
hit the the uplink capacity barrier faster at higher values,
session peers start to reduce the bandwidth they allocate per re-
quest to a value around or less than the minimum required ser-
vicing bandwidth for the given request. Consequently, with the
help of the dedicated server, we can service most of the received
requests at the minimum required delivery rate.

C. Performance Comparisons to Cooperative Peer-Assist and
Multicast (CPM)

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed
cooperative delivery techniques to that of Cooperative Peer-as-
sist and Multicast (CPM) approach proposed in [17], which di-
vides each session into multiple chunks of 30-second duration.
We briefly explain the operation of CPM as follows (as it is im-
plemented in our simulation framework): (i) each session starts
with a unicast request to the content delivery server (CDS) to
receive the first chunk immediately from the server, (ii) clients
continue to make requests for the following chunks as long as
they have sufficient bandwidth availability along the downlink
channel, (iii) if a viable multicast session is already scheduled
for the requested chunk, then client is added to that multicast
session, (iv) otherwise, if there are peers with direct access to
the requested chunks (through caching), server responds with
information on those peers (i.e., a small randomly chosen set of
peers) and the client makes its request to the received set of peers
using a randomized order, (v) and, if no available peer is found
to respond to the request, a new multicast session is scheduled
based on the delivery deadline for the received request.
Additionally, we made the following assumptions for CPM

to make its operation compatible with our framework: (i) no
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison between CPM and the proposed techniques.

pre-caching is allowed, i.e., users are only allowed to request
chunks from CDS or peers connected to the same session, (ii)
the number of pending requests is limited by the bandwidth
availability at the client side. Due to space limitations, we will
present the results on the most crucial performance measures,
i.e., mean server overhead, fairness measure, and the maximum
bandwidth requirements at the server side.
In Fig. 6(a) we show the results for the mean servicing over-

head, when each technique uses resource optimal refresh period
. We observe an improvement of 24% with C-FCFS and

33% with C-WFQ, when . We also observe that improve-
ments increased (or decreased) as the value of is decreased
(is increased). These results suggest that our techniques utilize
peers more efficiently than CPM. We continue to observe an
improvement in servicing overhead even as we reduce band-
width availability at the user side. The reason for the decrease
in improvement can be explained with the fact that overall con-
tributions through the peers become less comparable to the ac-
tual bandwidth requirements to service the clients’ requests in a
timely manner.
Next in Fig. 6(b) we present the results for the maximum

bandwidth usage when equals 3. We observed on average
40% (in the case of C-FCFS) to 46% (in the case of C-WFQ)
improvements for the maximum bandwidth requirement at the
server side when compared to CPM. Since server side resources
are typically provisioned based on the worst-case scenario for
user demands, our results suggest significant reduction in the
service provisioning costs. The increased performance improve-
ments can be explained with the way the resources are requested
from the server. In CPM, resources for future chunks are re-
quested earlier to meet the deadline requirements, allowingmul-
ticast sessions to be established earlier to service future requests,
limiting the use of peers, especially when the chunk duration is
long.
The next set of results, illustrated in Fig. 6(c), focus on the

fairness performance when . We observe an improvement
of 6.2% (with C-FCFS) to 13.5% in fairness performance when
compared to CPM. Since our techniques adjust the level of peer
contributions on a regular basis during the run of a session, re-
quested resources can be distributed more evenly to the session
peers, allowing high usage peers to reduce their contributions as
more peers join the system.
Fig. 6(d) summarizes our results and shows the percentile-

based improvements for each approach separately with respect
to CPM, validating our claims in regards to the resource usage
efficiency for the proposed cooperative delivery techniques.

VI. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In Section V, we assumed the use of generalized processor
sharing (GPS) model by session peers to deliver requested con-
tent to end users. However, from a practical standpoint, we can
only support sharing of resources at the packet level. In a time-
constrained on-demand delivery system, such restrictions on
peer delivery process play a significant role on user perceived
performance. Since resources are allocated at the packet level,
latency requirements dictate a lowerbound on each peer’s trans-
mission rate. As the decoding process only initiates after all de-
pendent packets are received, latency for a block of dependent
packets is determined by the delivery time of the latest delivered
packet within the given block.
Therefore, to satisfy latency requirements within a packet-by-

packet GPS framework [18], we need to make a few modifi-
cations to our original architecture. First, we use a weighted
round robin (WRR) approach to distribute resources to the set
of active transmitters. We assign weights based on the allo-
cated transmission rates. At each round, session peer de-
livers packets, where represents
the minimum uplink bandwidth availability for the given trans-
mitter set. The information on (source-peer,send-packet) couple
is determined by the server and delivered to set of active peers
over a multicast control channel. Since delivery rates are only
updated after each join/leave event, overhead associated with
the delivery of these packets will be negligible. Secondly, we
set an upper bound on the number of sessions to which a ses-
sion peer can contribute. As the number of sessions that a peer
services increases, we observe a similar amount of decrease in
bandwidth availability per session at the given peer. Because
of latency constraints, we cannot allow continual decrease in
available bandwidth at the session peers per request. For that
purpose, we set a constraint on system latency and refer to it
as , which represents the maximum delivery latency for
a given packet.8 We can then determine the constraints on the
minimum bandwidth availability using ,
where represents the packet size. In short, each session peer
needs to have a bandwidth availability of at least to ser-
vice a request. Any resource allocation rate lower than
results in the request getting dropped and the unused portion of
peer resources are distributed to the remaining active requests.
Since proposed changes only affect how resources are dis-

tributed to each active request and overall bandwidth usage

8For the sake of simplicity, we ignore the impact of propagation delay
on the system latency , since we assume .
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through session peers stay constant, we expect the proposed
modifications to have a limited impact on system performance.
In a peer-assisted system, to achieve the desired QoE levels,

we also need to have an explicit error recovery scheme. Pro-
posed framework uses dedicated servers for that purpose. Note
that, we are essentially interested in providing reliable delivery
during the synchronization phase. We achieve this by dividing
the on-demand content into multiple transmission blocks, create
repair packets for each block, and deliver them to the clients.
The protection levels can be negotiated during the join phase
and, if necessary, assigned protection levels can be modified
based on feedback received from clients.
Additionally, to satisfy the basic requirements for an on-de-

mand system within the proposed framework (such as skip or
fast-forward), we can assign such peers to an ongoing session
that was initiated earlier than the most recently created session
and deliver the requested packets accordingly, through the ses-
sion peers and/or the dedicated server. Since timing information
is readily available at the video server, it can make resource op-
timal decision on which session to assign the client.
Another important concern for the proposed framework is

the processing and communication overheads associated with
the update process. In practice, we can alleviate such concerns
by dynamically switching between the computationally efficient
C-FCFS technique and the resource efficient C-WFQ technique.
Characteristics of the request arrival process has been studied
extensively over the years (e.g., see [4]) and it has been ob-
served that the incoming load to the system can be estimated in
a timely manner. By setting a system-load threshold, we can de-
termine which approach to choose while initiating the sessions
to achieve the optimal tradeoffs between processing overhead
and resource usage efficiency.
We next discuss the impact of time-varying request arrival

rates and user-specific bandwidth availabilities.

A. Varying Request Arrival Rate

In Section V, we analyzed the performance of the proposed
techniques using the Homogeneous Poisson Process (HPP) to
generate independent and identically distributed arrival events
for session join requests. However, in IPTV networks, requests
typically arrive based on a time-varying and bursty arrival
process [12]. Therefore, we need to take into account these
characteristics of IPTV networks to investigate the impact of
utilizing more generalized request arrival processes on the
performance of the proposed techniques, and compare the
results to that of HPP-based request arrival process. Next,
we discuss the use of Inhomogeneous (or Non-homogeneous)
Poisson Process (IPP) to illustrate the impact of time-varying
arrival rates, and Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP)
to evaluate the impact of traffic burstiness (refer to [16] for
technical details on the considered implementations).
To generate the IPP-based arrival rates, we used a two-state

Markov model to determine the state transitions for the request
arrival rates, i.e., whether to increase it or to decrease it. In our
model, each state corresponds to a 1-second long time interval.
We chose 0.5 for the state transition probabilities and initialized
the arrival rate to 1. We then selected the increment/decrement
measures randomly from 1-to-10 and normalized the resulting

Fig. 7. Impact of varying the request arrival rate.

rates at the end to achieve an expected rate that equals the tar-
geted request arrival rate.
To generate the MMPP-based arrivals, we used a discrete-

time two-state ON-OFF model where the arrivals occur during
the ON state based on the underlying Poisson process, and no
arrivals occur during the OFF state. By varying the state transi-
tion probabilities (i.e., represented by for the ON-OFF tran-
sition and for the OFF-ON transition), we can control the
level of burstiness observed in the incoming traffic.We assigned

the following values: {0.06,0.01} suggesting, on average,
7 times increase in the request arrival rate during the ON state.
For both scenarios, we set the mean request arrival rate to

20. Fig. 7 shows the results comparing the performances of
the HPP-, IPP-, and MMPP-based scenarios in terms of mean
overhead and mean-max servicing overhead. As expected, in-
troducing variance and burstiness to the request arrival process
caused degradations in the overhead performance. However,
as long as the selected value is close to the optimal value,
the perceived performance loss is not significant. Overhead
performance under varying load can be further improved by
adapting the optimal value based on the incoming load.
Lastly, we observed similar results for the fairness performance
corresponding to all three considered scenarios, suggesting that
the time-varying arrival rates have negligible impact on the
way the resources are allocated at the session peers.

B. Varying Peer-Bandwidth Availability

We next discuss the impact of non-homogeneous bandwidth
availability at the user side with specific emphasis on uplink
bandwidth availability due to its enormous impact on peer usage
efficiency. In our earlier analysis, we assumed the peers to have
the same limitations in their servicing capabilities (i.e.,

), even though the proposed framework explicitly sup-
ports the use of variable rates. To study the impact of variable
rates on servicing overhead and fairness performances, we focus
on two specific scenarios: (i) constant uplink bandwidth avail-
ability (CuBW) scenario which assumes
, and (ii) variable uplink bandwidth availability (VuBW) sce-
nario which assumes
with . We illustrate the comparative re-
sults for mean servicing overhead and fairness performances in
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b).
Our results suggest that varying uplink bandwidth availability

at the client side has limited impact on the servicing overhead,
which is expected as the average peer bandwidth availability
converges to the mean value as more peers join a given session.
From the perspective of a newly arrived client , it makes little
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Fig. 8. Impact of variable peer uplink bandwidth availability.

difference whether or not the earlier arrived peers experience
different uplink bandwidth availabilities as the main focus is
on the overall bandwidth availability (i.e., ). On
the other hand, since each peer contributes to cooperative de-
livery phase at a different rate (depending on the uplink band-
width availability), we observe 6–8% loss in the fairness per-
formance. Performance degradations observed in the fairness
measure can be reduced by further lowering the maximum al-
lowed peer contributions per session per peer, however, at the
cost of increased servicing overhead at the server side.

VII. RELATED WORK

Multimedia streaming has been studied extensively over
the last two decades, leading to many successful implemen-
tations (see [13], [19]–[21] and references within). We can
generally categorize these approaches into three main cat-
egories: server-based solutions, peer-based solutions, and
hybrid solutions (i.e., peer-assisted server-based solutions or
server-assisted peer-based solutions).
Earliest content delivery solutions focused on the use of

dedicated servers to deliver requested content using unicast
streams. Specifically, for each received request, a unicast con-
nection is established between server and client over which the
video stream is delivered, thereby suggesting a linear increase
in servicing overhead as the number of requests increases. As a
result, unicast-based solutions are considered to be impractical
due to bandwidth limitations and scalability related concerns.
To overcome limitations introduced by unicast-based solutions,
batching techniques were proposed that utilize the idea of peri-
odically broadcasting session streams (e.g., [22]–[24]).9 Within
this framework, two approaches have gained the most attention.
The first approach assumes that the server broadcasts the whole
content in a single session through successively created broad-
cast streams (e.g., [25]), while the second approach divides
the content to multiple segments before delivering them over
parallel streams (e.g., [26]–[28]). However, limiting delivery of
session streams to periodic broadcasts typically introduces ad-
ditional latencies, thereby creating a near VoD solution instead.
To more effectively utilize the idea of bandwidth-efficient
batching in a more time-sensitive manner, patching techniques
were proposed that combine regular broadcasts (or multicasts)
with patching streams (e.g., [29], [30]). Within this framework,
a client can join an ongoing multicast session immediately

9Note that, in earlier works, the term broadcast stream is used to refer to
streams that are generated with no request from the client side, whereas the term
multicast stream is used to refer to streams that are generated based on client
requests. In the remainder of this section, we use these terms interchangeably
as we essentially focus on the delivery process.

without waiting for the start of the next multicast session, while
at the same time receiving the earlier delivered data over a
second stream. Client can then start decoding process as soon
as buffering requirements are met based on the rate that is used
to deliver patching stream. For instance, in [31] the authors
proposed a threshold-based multicast approach that is capable
of adapting the frequency of initiating a new multicast session
based on the arrival times of requests. In doing so, when
compared to policies that initiate non-overlapping multicast
sessions, bandwidth requirements can be significantly reduced.
These improvements can be further increased by introducing
multicast-based patching streams, and allowing clients to merge
using two or more multicast streams (e.g., [32]).
However, despite these advantages, server-based solutions

typically underperform when servicing a large set of clients. To
achieve the desired performance results, we need to either limit
the number of clients or increase the number of servers. Nei-
ther solution is desired, and so to achieve a more scalable and
dynamic delivery framework, peer-based solutions were pro-
posed. These solutions initially focused on the delivery of live
streams to limit overhead at the user side [33], [34]. However,
due to shifting user interests from live to on-demand streaming
services, resource limitations at peers have started to become a
major limiting factor in achieving the targeted QoE levels [35].
Unique characteristics of on-demand content delivery services
was a major factor for the perceived limitations and efficiency
loss observed in peer-based solutions.
To solve limited-resource problem in a more scalable frame-

work, cooperation among peers is integrated as a feature to
support server-based solutions by requiring peers to implement
a distributed caching system (e.g., [36], [37]). Specifically,
each peer is required to allocate a small amount of their local
storage to support this process. By distributing resources to
session peers and using them as a potential delivery source, we
can significantly reduce the server-side requirements [38]. Our
approach falls in this category.
Over the last decade, various hybrid-based solutions were

proposed, and these approaches typically differ in the ways the
content is segmented, the segments are distributed to peers, the
delivery of segments are scheduled at the peers, and the server
is utilized (e.g., [17], [39]–[43]). One of the earliest solutions
in this category was CoopNet, which only utilized peers during
server overloads [39]. To minimize the problems associated
with node/link failures and to improve the average servicing
quality, multiple description coding (MDC) is used on the con-
tent delivered through the peers. However, since peers are only
utilized during overload periods, flash crowds can easily lead to
dropped requests and additional processing delays. In [40] the
authors proposed a tree-based approach, referred to as P2Cast,
that is based on the idea of grouping requests, which arrive to
system close in time, to form a session by creating a multicast
tree at the application layer, which is referred to as the base tree.
Clients then receive session data by first joining the base tree,
which is initially created by the server, and then receiving the
patching service through the server or an earlier-arrived peer.
However, patching service is limited to a single source and the
threshold parameter, that is used to decide on which requests
to group, is not dynamically updated based on incoming load.
In [41] the authors proposed a batching-based framework,
which utilized a chaining-based patching service. Specifically,
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session multicasts are initiated at the server at specific intervals
and, upon joining a session, a client receives two streams,
session multicast from the server and patching data from the
previous client, . However, since multicast sessions are
streamed over non-overlapping intervals, late arriving peers
can put significant burden on the system, thereby leading to
poor fairness results. A similar approach was proposed in [43],
referred to as P2P batching (PPB) approach, which allowed
patching process to use a single peer as a source. However,
the success of the PPB approach relies on the assumption that
each peer has an uplink bandwidth availability of (i.e.,
source multicast rate), thereby further limiting use of peers
for patching service. Furthermore, the problems associated
with time-varying arrival rates and the resultant impact on
the proposed policy, and the fairness related concerns are
not investigated. In [42] a push-based peer-delivery model is
proposed, which is based on the idea of proactive resource
caching. Specifically, peers are expected to acquire on-demand
content proactively from content delivery servers during low
activity periods and contribute to resource distribution phase
using locally stored content. However, in a diverse network
that consists of unwilling peers or peers with limited resources
a push-based model may not be a feasible solution.
The closest approach to ours to date was proposed in [17], and

it was referred to as the cooperative peer-assist and multicast
(CPM) approach. The framework proposed in [17] separates the
video content into 30-second long chunks and each chunk is de-
livered separately by either the assisting peers or the dedicated
video server. To receive these chunks, clients need to sequen-
tially go through the video server, the directory server, and the
peers. If a request can be serviced by video server, using an al-
ready scheduled multicast, then the request is serviced through
the video server. Otherwise, peers are probed to deliver the re-
quested chunk. However, this probing process may introduce
additional latencies and communication overhead. Furthermore,
even though the authors showed significant improvements in the
servicing overhead, relying on a single peer to deliver a long
continual chunk is not a practical approach unless it is supported
by explicit error recovery techniques, which may also lead to in-
efficient use of system resources. To improve the recovery per-
formance during such phases, in CPM, clients are allowed to
switch to a different peer to receive requested chunks at the cost
of additional latency. Also, in case of local failures, CPM cannot
guarantee reliable delivery of requested data to clients.
Unlike CPM, our framework supports communication in a

more fluid way, as the server is responsible for assigning the
peers and initiating the delivery process at the time of request
and at each point of system state change (i.e., incoming peers
or start of a new service, or, departing peers or finish of an ear-
lier service). As clients request resources from peers that have
immediate access to the requested content, no additional search
is required to find cooperative peers. Furthermore, we explic-
itly address the fairness concerns in our framework by putting
strict limits on peer contributions, whereas in CPM fairness
is achieved implicitly during the initial peer assignment phase
using a randomized selection without taking into account other
measures. Another crucial difference between CPM and our ap-
proach is observed in the use of chunks for delivering the session
data. Because of the messaging overhead CPM introduces for
each chunk, smaller sized chunks cannot be utilized efficiently,

whereas our work can dynamically adjust the chunk size de-
pending on the number of peers connected to a session without
introducing a significant overhead (as update messages are only
transmitted during state change points).

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed two novel cooperative delivery
techniques with the objective of improving the scalability per-
formance of the network by minimizing the reliance on the use
of video server for the delivery of on-demand content. For that
purpose, we used the session peers to distribute the resources
in the network. Additionally, we integrated fair resource allo-
cation policies into the proposed content delivery techniques
to maximize the cooperation among session peers. We dynami-
cally adapt the peer delivery rates and delivery size for requests
based on the system state. We performed extensive simulation
studies to analyze the most critical performance measures for
the proposed framework and showed the advantages of using the
developed techniques. We observed significant improvements
in the server utilization rate allowing the network to scale more
efficiently in the number of clients supported and the number of
services provided.
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